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There are certain basic elements about life and nature that humans have been trying to perfect for ages. The attraction that the human ear has to the sounds and music, in general, has led to the creation of musical instruments, sound devices and a billion-dollar music industry that is not only a source of inspiration and entertainment but a livelihood
for many. Related: Mobile phones have been designed to be the all-in-one replacements for the outdated portable music devices, but they are capable of doing so much more. Apart from offering music seamlessly through online services, the ability to fine-tune the hardware and software of Android devices makes them the perfect specimens for audio
equalizers such as Viper4Android. What is ViPER4Android FX? Developed by a popular audiophile who goes by the name ViPER520, this piece of technology is designed to be the ultimate equalizer app. The ViPER4Android FX app comes with built-in support for sound drivers that can fine-tune the sound for Headphones, Speakers, and Bluetooth
Audio devices separately. The only reason you cannot find ViPER4Android FX on the Google Play Store is just like most of the hardcore apps, it requires root access. Moreover, ViPER4Android FX is also available as a module for you to install directly from the Magisk Manager as well. Here’s how you can install the Viper4Android FX the easiest way on
your Android phone. Make sure that your Android device has root access. Download and install the ViPER4Android FX APK file. (Download Link) You can also search for the ViPER4Android FX Module in the Magisk Manager. Once you have the ViPER4Android FX app installed, grant it Superuser. How to use ViPER4Android FX At a first glance, the
ViPER4Android FX may seem a bit overwhelming with all of the different sound editing options that are available at your disposal. In order to make it easier for you to configure and fine-tune the settings to enjoy the best possible audio experience you can from your Android device. Master Power This is essentially the main switch to turn on and off all
of the sound effects under each of the sections of the ViPER4Android FX app. AnalogX Gives the simulation effect of a Class A amplifier to create a warmer sound effect. Playback gain control Additional control to make the headphones louder or quieter even when the system volume is set on maximum. Differential Surround Improves the overall
surround-sound effect when listening to music using headphones. ViPER-DDC Reduces the crossover sound effect of lows and highs and prevents background humming sounds. Auditory System Protection Reduces the chances of physical damage to the ears due to continuous high-volume music and sounds. FET Compressor The FET (field effect
transistor) is designed to add a bit of a kick to the sound effects in the music being played with more transients. Apart from these options that we tried out, there are plenty of others that you can implement to create a custom sound profile. Once you have decided the variables you want to set for your personal sound profile, you can save it for later
use. How to save ViPER4Android FX profile Tap on the three-line menu icon on the top-right corner. Select the Save Effect Profile and select New Effect Profile. Type in the name of your personal sound profile and hit OK. Are you among those who are going to be psyched about recreating the audio profile on their smartphone with the ViPER4Android
FX app? Be sure to share your thoughts in the comments section right down below. Every major Android update is bound to break root, or other non-standard important features Android geeks like to use, which Viper4Android definitely is, but it is sad, in this case, no exception. It delivered us great sound on KitKat over the months, but on Lollipop we
might not be able to use it just right now. Or do we? If we head over to the dedicated XDA Viper4Android Lollipop thread, a flashable zip presents itself as a solution. Please beware, this is still work in progress so unexpected issues might pop up, but in my few days of usage, I did not encounter any problems. The only reported problem, for now, is an
issue with Chromecast, but the latest flashable zip from the thread fixes it (LolliViper.zip). How to make it work (Nexus 5 LRX21O): Root using CF-Auto-Root or with latest SuperSu.zip. Change to permissive mode with SELinux Mode Changer from the Play Store. Enable developer options and uncheck Use Nuplayer. Flash the zip you downloaded from
the thread or from the links above (you need a custom recovery). Open Viper4Android and under settings switch FX Compatible mode to Compatible. If you use PowerAmp enable MusicFX under Settings> Audio> Advanced Tweaks and turn it ON in Tone/Volume. Also, switch OFF the Equ, Tone and Limit under Tone/Volume. Getting a better sound
out of your device Well, there is sadly not a definitive way on how to achieve that, but the key with Viper4Android is to know how to use it. Please beware, wrong settings might destroy your speaker or headphones, so don’t take this lightly. I will cover most of the features presented in the Headset tab. Viper4Android Guide Playback Gain Control With
gain control, we can make headphones sound quieter or louder, even when the system volume is set to max. Be careful though, since this can cause irreparable damage to your headphones or speaker if set to high. Viper-DDC Enabling this will produce a balanced audio response from your headphones. Which means that the lows, mids, and highs do
not cross each other. But don’t look at this as a definitive solution, actual balanced sound requires more than just your phone’s audio output, 20$ headphones, and a DDC profile. But it sure helps greatly, with getting the best out of what you got. Spectrum Extension Encodes the higher sound spectrum differently than the lower part. A different
approach to the replication of the higher spectrum gives us a more detailed sound. It can though if set to high produce artifacts. FireEqualizer Well, it is mostly what it says it is, but without the fire part. The Equalizer is really handy if we want to get a specific sound from the main speaker, to give us a more pleasant experience. For instance, let’s say
our phone speaker is set to play more high frequencies than the middle, with it, we can just lover the highs, to equalize the sound reproduction. The same goes for headphones or any other output device. Convolver Enables us to use an IRS (Input Response Sample) through convolution. Which basically is a sound processor, playing back in real time
the characteristics of the sample. This is one of the best features of Viper4Android, and also the most battery hungry. To use it you will need IRS samples. Put them into SDcard/ViPER4Android/Kernel. Differential Surround Also called the Haas effect. It basically delays the sound to one ear from 1 to 35ms, which gives us a fake perception of depth.
Headphone Surround+ You can choose from 5 different surround levels designed for headphones. Reverberation Simulates sound being reflected from objects. With it, we can replicate sound as if we were in a room, while we listen to music on our headphones. Dynamic System Gives us an option to choose a predefined headphone sound setup, to
which we can add a dynamic bass effect. Tube Sound Simulate the sound of tube amplifiers from the good old days. Fidelity Control Gives us control over Viper Bass and Viper Clarity. With them, you can add bass via different modes and frequencies and also make the sound clearer. It works really well on lower bitrates. Auditory System Protection
Enables Cure Tech+, which takes the edge of harsh frequencies at the cost of detail. This covers more or less everything. I hope, you will have a great experience. Read Next: Install DTS:X Ultra & DTS Headphone:X on Android Found this on this thread below and I have to say after trying every music mod out there that this is one step ahead of
everybody else. Check it out here. I have been listening to it for half a day now and it's amazing. It has so many sound options that it takes awhile to figure them out. But if you are a music freak like me once you listen to it you will say it's definitely worth the time to figure it all out. After checking the thread out if anybody is confused about how to
install the apk's and files I will explain it the easiest way can for you. Thanks and enjoy!!! Open zip below and follow these instructions- All Credit Goes To zhuhang Default F.A.Q - Frequently Asked Questions (Up to date) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Updated 5/8/2013 Since Android 4.1, Google started to close down Android
whole system audio effect. "The main reason is there's many problem we can't fix, therefore we can only apologize to audio effect developers. In future, it will be fixed and whole system audio effect will be back." - GOOGLE Therefore in certain players certain roms, V4A will not work. - Will it work on my device? A: V4A works on almost every ROOTED
android devices. Refer requirements in OP. - How to install? A: Using the In-App installation, make sure you have busybox installed, first-run the app and follow through the installation dialogues. - Which to install? FX or XHiFi or Both? A: FX has many audio effects, where as XHiFi restores audio quality. If you like many effects(reverb, bass, surround)
then choose FX, if you like clear audio/vocal and you have a good headset, choose XHiFi. You can also install both, more CPU usage, that's all. - Why ViPER4Android FX/XHiFi always FC? A: Uninstall and Reinstall V4A using NEW In-App Installation. This is due to driver not installed properly. - Why ViPER4Android FX/XHiFi creates unexpected effects
and different from other users? A: Clear ViPER4Android FX/XHiFi data. If persist, disable third-party sound mods such as Noozxoide, Bass Booster etc) - Third-party players such as Poweramp and TTPOD no effect? A: Open V4A app and switch to FX Compatible Mode. (Driver status will show processing=No, but its working.) - ViPER4Android
FX/XHiFi doesnt run after bootup? A: Check anti-virus or startup manager app whether V4A was disabled in startup list. - V4A FX/XHiFi effect gone after using data-killer? A: Please add ViPER4Android FX/XHiFi to data-killer app white list or exception. - V4A FX/XHiFi effects suddenly disappeared? A: Android system kills certain processes due to
memory limits. Install V4A app as system app (Put in /system/app/ and restart) - Why there is background noise when using V4A effects? A: This is Android's musicFX bug, this will happen on all other sound mods. Suggestion: Backup and Delete /system/lib/soundfx/libbundlewrapper.so - V4A XHiFi effects gone after reaching certain volume? (~70%)
A: This is due to Sony Xperia hearing protection library. Backup and Delete /system/lib/soundfx/libhearingprotection.so - How to use FIR-Equalizer? A: See "How to use FIR-Equalizer" guide in XDA Original post. - Why there's no change in sound quality after installing V4A? A1: Choose V4A in Sound Settings > Music Effects. (Driver status will show
processing=Yes) A2: Open V4A app and switch to FX Compatible Mode. (Driver status will show processing=No, but its working.) - Why volume reduces after 10 seconds? A: This is not caused by V4A. Most probably you installed a bad and faulty xLOUD, ClearPhase or S-Force Front Surround port. - Why music spoilt after display off? A: This is due to
CPU speed too low when screen if off. Make sure you are not using some battery saving CPU governor (such as smartass) or created own CPU profile. Switch CPU governor to ondemand or interactive, to increase CPU speed. - Can I still install V4A if I already using other sound mods? A: Yes, after installation, open V4A app and switch to FX
Compatible Mode. - Why phone auto-reboot after I plugin headset? Normally for HTC phones. A: Uninstall and Reinstall V4A using NEW In-App Installation. - In-call volume reduced? A: Uninstall and Reinstall V4A using NEW In-App Installation. If persist, its caused by other sound mod because V4A will not affect call volume. - What if my phone/tablet
cannot detect headset plugin? A: In ViPER4Android app press menu, choose lock effect mode and choose headset, then adjust settings. - I dont know my phone is which CPU type? A: Qualcomm CPU, freq higher than 800MHz, choose ARMV5TE, freq higher than 800MHz(including dual/quad core)choose A8. Samsung CPU, single core choose A8,
dual/quad core choose A9. Huawei HiSilicon CPU, single-core choose A8, dual/quad core choose A9. Other CPU, single-core choose A8, dual/quad core choose A9. - Driver status shows version 0.0.0.0 even after rebooting? A: Due to wrong driver used, try lower level drivers. Eg: A9 change to A8; A8 change to Tegra2. - Driver status shows "Enabled:
No, Processing: No", but i already turn on effects and playing music? A：In FX Compatible Mode, driver status will always show No, but its working. In Normal Mode, its due to reason at the starting of this post. - Why no effect in MIUI player? A: Open V4A app and switch to FX Compatible Mode. or Turn off MIUI default equalizer. - Im using Meizu,
Flyme system, why effect gone after i display lyrics? A: Flyme modified Android's Audio principle, so lyrics will be treated as music effect by the music player, so V4A cant be used. - V4A effects will spoil internal speaker/headset? A: Firstly, there's an audiophile limit in your phone, even if you max every single settings in V4A, u will never achive that
limit. If the limit is achieved, your ears will blown off before the headset. If your earphone is not used to high volume/bass, with long period of high volume/bass will cause your headset to spoil (without V4A it will also spoil) For speaker, if a new phone straight away max the volume, within few days there will be distortion. Start off with 50~70%
volume and after some time only max the volume. About compatibility problem: With the NEW In-App Installation, V4A will be installed into your system without problem. All system-provided sound effects will not be removed or overwritten. V4A Audio E Default FX & XHiFi Settings Explained & Recommended Value ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The latest version: FX v2.2.0.7, XHiFi v2.1.0.0 [FX Settings] V4A FX version mainly for rendering audio effects, by controlling various parameters to achieve the purpose of audio effect adjustment. 1. Master Power. This option defines whether to enable V4A headset sound effects, also known as main switch. 2. Playback Gain
Control. It is mainly used to dynamically control the audio volume, to amplify or to attenuate. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Select Effect Strength. Effect Strength is the speed of amplification or attenuation, the stronger the faster the speed and the higher the final volume, the weaker the slower the speed, the closer to the
original volume. Recommended medium. (3) Max Gain. When the volume of the note is too small, in order to uplevel the sound, there may be very large magnification. The higher the value, the louder the volume. But too large will also amplify the noise within the song. Recommended 4 times. (4) Max Output. This value defines the maximum volume of
the PlaybackAGC sound in decibel value, the greater the value the greater the volume, 0 db is the maximum. In order to make the sound softer recommended -1.9 dB. 3. FIR Equalizer. 511-order 10 bands FIR linear equalizer. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Select Preset. Here you can select default equalizer presets. When
choosing custom, it will follow the user-defined lines drawn. (3) Linear Equalizer graphic. Will pop up when you touch the graphic equalizer, you can manually adjust the levels of amplification and attenuation of the 10 bands. 4. Convolver When an impulse response(IR) sample is loaded, music will show the same characteristics of the loaded sample,
for example equalizer, surround, reverberation, tube etc. Make sure SD Card has /ViPER4Android/Kernel/ folder, IR samples will be located there. If folder not exists, you can download latest V4A FX and extract SDCard_V4A.zip. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Impulse Response. Here you can select and load IR Samples inside
/ViPER4Android/Kernel/ folder. 5. Field Surround. It is mainly used to create sound field surround effects. The sound field can be understood as mono field or stereo field. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Select Field Surround Strength. This value defines the strength of the field surround effects. The stronger, the stereo effect
will be more obvious, the sound will come from left and right sides. Recommended medium. (3) Select Mid Image Strength. This value defines the central vocal intensity. More strongman sound more clear, the weaker the more ethereal sound. 6. Reverberation. It uses mathematical methods to simulate the environmental feeling sensation. Example a
song can be felt playing inside the auditorium, living room, bathroom, and so on. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Room Size. This value defines the virtual environment area size. The larger the value, the sound is wider and more echoes. (3) Sound Field. This value defines the width of the room above, in meters. Assumed that
the above room size is 100 square meters, here to set a width of 14 meters, then the length of the room will be 7.14 m. Therefore, the room size and width defines the aspect ratio of the virtual environment. The larger the value, the sound coming from both sides will felt more obvious. (4) Damping Factor. This value defines the humidity of air in the
above virtual environment, the moisture vapor in the air will easily absorb the echoes. So the bigger this value, the less echoes heard. (5) Wet Signal. This value defines the volume of the simulated environment effect. (6) Dry Signal. This value defines the volume of the original sound. For environments with low air humidity such as living room,
auditorium and other indoor environment, you can use room size and sound field to define the area of the virtual environment, water vapor content values from 0 to 20, the reverb signal values 20 to 50, the proportion of the original signal to take value of about 50. For environments with high air humidity such as bathroom and other indoor
environment that contains a lot of moisture, you can use room size and sound field to define the area of the virtual environment, water vapor content values of 50 to 100, the reverb signal values 40 to 80, the proportion of the original signal value of about 50. 7. Dynamic System. It handles the dynamic range of the sound. In other words the bass,
treble, and limiting. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Select Listening Device. This value defines the headset type connected to the audio jack. If you cannot get the right device for good bass tone, then select Common earphone. Common earphone is a common choice. Recommend Common earphone. (3) Select Dynamic Bass.
This value defines the average dynamic bass, the greater the stronger bass. Recommend 33%. (4) Tube Simulator(6N1J). This option defines whether to enable tube simulator effect. V4A tube simulator uses a simplified mathematical simulation of tube effect. If turned on, will greatly reduce high-frequency odd harmonic distortions, while increases
even-order harmonic distortions of tube simulator. 8. Master Gate(Limiter). This option is V4A output limiter, its used to prevent overloud clipping distortion. (1) Ouput Gain. This value defines the main output volume. Its something like a volume control. (2) Limit Threshold. This value defines the limits of waveform amplitude by the limitor, 0 dB is the
maximum value. The smaller the value, the easier to experience audio frequency compression(the smaller the volume), will lose sound details, but can effectively control the final output volume. Recommend 0 db. 1. Master Power. This option defines whether to enable V4A speaker sound effects, also known as main switch 2. FIR Equalizer. Same as
headset equalizer. 3. Convolver. Same as headset convolver. 4. Reverberation. Same as headset reverberation 5. Extra Loud. eXtra-Loud further amplifies the sound, but is controlled to protect the speaker, will not overload. (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Select Effect Strength. Effect Strength is the speed of amplification or
attenuation, the stronger the faster the speed and the higher the final volume, the weaker the slower the speed, the closer to the original volume. Recommended medium. (3) Max Gain. When the volume of the note is too small, in order to uplevel the sound, there may be very large magnification. The higher the value, the louder the volume.
Recommend infinity. (4) Max Output. This value defines the maximum volume of the EL sound in decibel value, the greater the value the greater the volume, 0 db is the maximum. Recommend 0db. 6. Master Gate(Limiter). Same as headset limiter. V4A XHiFi version mainly for restoring audio quality and details. 1. Master Power. This option defines
whether to enable V4A headset/bluetooth sound effects, also known as main switch. 2. Playback Gain Control. Same as FX version's PlaybackAGC. 3. FIR Equalizer. 2047-order 10 bands, quality much better than FX version. Method of adjusting same as FX version. 4. Audio Reconstruction. It is XHiFi's core feature, it does the detailing and treble
restoring for lossy mp3 audio files. (Currently in adjustment phase, different device may have different experience.) (1) Enable checkbox. Whether the effect is enabled. (2) Hi Clarity. This value defines the detailing and treble restoration percentage, the larger the value, the more details of the sound and stronger treble. For low-end/common
earphones, this is not recommended as you may experience high frequency shrills. For better earphones such as Monster,Philips,Zombie,Sennheiser, recommended value = 30 ~ 50. For high-end headphones, value depands on headphone cable length. Start with value = 40, value +10 for every 80cm cable length. For preamp/amp connect to phone.
Start with value = 60, value +10 for every 80cm cable length. For tube amplifier, directly use value = 100. (3) Lo Contour. The value defines the percentage of bass contour reconstruction over total band. The larger the value, the stronger the bass, but midrange and details will slightly lost. For earphones recommend value = 50 ~ 70. For headphones
recommend value = 20 ~ 30. 5. Master Gate(Limiter). This option is V4A output limiter, its used to prevent overloud clipping distortion. (1) Ouput Gain. This value defines the main output volume. Its something like a volume control. (2) Limit Threshold. This value defines the limits of waveform amplitude by the limitor, 0 dB is the maximum value. The
smaller the value, the easier to experience audio frequency compression(the smaller the volume), will lose sound details, but can effectively control the final output volume. Recommend 0 db. Default FIR Equalizer Guide -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- So how do we adjust the FIR Equalizer? Before this, V4A use IIR Equalizer,
you have to know how much to adjust for each frequency band. But now using FIR Equalizer, you just have to know which frequency band to adjust. So, determine your desired frequency band and move the adjustment bar to maximum or minimum. Don't believe me? Try move all frequency bands to maximum and you will notice the high,medium and
low frequency sounds strengthen, not just the volume being amplified. That is the magic of the FIR Equalizer! Due to FIR equalizer's innate qualities, there's no need of auto level control or gain compensation. Of course, in V4A future updates, creator will extend the maximum gain value beyond +9 so that the maximum gain effect will be clearer and
more obvious. OP Updated: 5/18/13 12:00 pm Latest version change log: FX version: v2.2.0.7 1.New optimized driver for Non-VFP, VFP, NEON_A8 and NEON_A9/15 chip. 2.Fix driver failure at PXA920 and some chip without VFP. 3.Tweak the parameters for field surround. 4.Add auditory system protection (Cure Tech+). XHiFi version: v2.1.0.0
1.Compatible with PXA920 chip (Tegra2 driver). 2.Fix a treble boost bug. 3.Tweak parameters of audio reconstruct. Changed Driver List (Check for correct selection): NEW FX 2207 ZTE U880 or same CPU(PXA920), choose "PXA920 without VFP" (Convolver disabled) Tegra2 or any CPU with freq equal/less than 800MHz, choose "ARM with VPF"
Qualcomm of freq higher than 800MHz - single core, choose "A8 with NEON" ALL other Dual-core,Quad-core,Octa-core, choose "A9/15 with NEON" NEW XHIFI 2100 Tegra2, choose "NVIDIA Tegra2" ALL others, choose "CortexAx with NEON" Thanks for this find I'm gonna download and install now and test her out!!!! Im having trouble getting this
to download I tried both on my phone and computer and I cannot get either one to download??? I don't know if its me or if its media fire cause they are slow? But im getting really irritated cause ive been trying to download for a couple hours now See OP again for zip. thanks again bro gonna give it a go again hhahaha!!! What differentiates this
release from the bazillion other "audio effects" and "enhancements mod"s? It has far more options than ac!d, awesome beats, kingbeatz, beats audio, etc. This is more in depth and better put together. Just my opinion though you'd have to check it out yourself. Sent from my SGH-T989 using Tapatalk 2 Best music mod ever. Thank you for this Sent
from my SGH-T989D using xda app-developers app please help me ! i'm a newbie ! i tried to install the apk ! installed the driver ! but still there is no change in audio ! please can tell me the proper process to install it ! i despareatly need it ! thanks a lot ! Try hitting menu key and click on fx compatibility option select normal then you should notice a
difference when you tinker around with the settings. You also need to enable it in sound settings- music fx. It is also best to convert it to a system app so that process killers don't terminate it. Sent from my SGH-T989 using Tapatalk 2 #richardlibeau thanks a lot for replying ! it worked for me !! Greetings guys! Today I'm gonna share my
VIPER4ANDROID settings for you guys.You can share yours too here in this thread.First of all,you can download the latest version of viper4android,irs,how to install etc on original thread here credits go to #zhuhang and all his friends for making such a beautiful app for boosting our music experience.I'm only share settings for our specific devices.
RULES FOR SHARE YOUR SETTINGS 1.Make sure to state your name/type/model of headphones#earphones etc. 2.ROM that your running. 3.Music player that you use. 4.What settings you share for whether it's for speaker,earphones etc. 5.An appropriate screenshots/post/ etc of your settings for easy and quick refer by other members. ENJOY!
These are my settings [earphone & headphone](screenshots below) 1.Stock earphones and music player. 2.Running Megafire V8X rom on my GT-I9205. 3.I will upload settings for speaker later.( No for Bluetooth and usb cause I don't use it).You can share if you want. Hey dear, please tell me the best setting of hi-resolution music... In viper4android.. I
m using Nexus5. I have sony earphones xb70ap. Please suggest me for listening hi-resolution seeting in viper4android... Thanks Resurrection Remix 4.4.2 N7100 Jetaudio and V-Moda Remix Audio earbuds. Can't find a good setting without the bass going crazy. Thanks Master Power V4A-FX is powered on Convolver Enable Impulse Response Dolby
Pro Logic II.IRS Headphone Surround + Enable Level 1 Reverberation Enable Room Size 25m2 Sound Field 5m Damping Factor 0 Percent Wet Signal 0 Percent Dry Signal 50 Percent Fidelity Control Enable ViPER Bass Select Bass Frequency 60 Hz Select Bass Boost 6.0 dB Enable ViPER Clarity Select Clarity 3.5 dB Auditory System Protection
Enable Select Binaural Level Moderate There had some time to refine the settings ! cm 13 remix rom mega 5.8 can i use this app sir..?? This is for music only, I shut off V4A for movies, dialogue etc. I'm not sure if the Mega has a processor with NEON or not. Phone: SM-N900A Headphones: Shure SE215 Music Player: Poweramp 7.03 alpha (note:
must sign up for beta program in Play store) Playback Gain: OFF FET Compressor: OFF DDC: OFF (no, I don't use the SE215 entry; it's terrible) Spectrum Extension: 1.0 Equalizer: OFF Convolver: BBE Generic Preset 4 Crossover: 10% Dynamic System: Common Headphones v2 Dynamic Bass: 24% ViPER Bass: 78 hz; 8.0 dB ViPER Clarity: XHiFi; 11.0
dB CureTech+: OFF AnalogX: OFF Master Gain: -10.5 dB Limit Threshhold: 0 dB These settings probably won't be any good on low quality earbuds. They need all the extra signal processing crap, but too much of that stuff is a hindrance on high quality IEMs. If anybody here is interested, I have about 750 .irs files I can post a link for y'all to check
them out. Currently using V4A MK-Mod 2.4.0.1(no TWRP) Equalizer= Vocal Booster Convolver= Beats Pro+Beats 40% VHS+= 2 Dynamic System= High End v2 10% Viper Bass= Natural 78hz at 8db Viper Clarity= Ozone+ at 8db Master Gate= 1.6db and 5:5 and 1.0 limit threshold Currently using some JVC in ear headphones(don't know the model
# atm I picked them up for $20 at Walmart not too long ago. Oh and I'm using PowerAmp 703 alpha through the beta testing part of the play store. And I'm using a Razr MAXX HD XT926 w/locked bootloader and 4.4.2 Stock Rom 182.46.15 Check out my post on XDA Thread : WORK ON ALL NOTE 4 Variant Now with 12 bands equalizer!!! CPU usage
around 35%-60%!!! DSP Manager for me is a amazing audio effect. But new features only develop for Omnirom, that's a disappointment. So what I done is modifying original DSP Manager source code to add audio framework component into it to make it works, now I'm able to add more new effects and options into it easily. Also, it basically work for
any CPU. Now support LOLLIPOP and Marshmallow devices. Original DSP Manager features: 1. Compression 2. Bass Boost 3. Virtualizer 4. 12 Band Hybrid Equalizer (1 low shelf, 9 band shelves, 1 adjustable-Q band shelf, 1 high shelves) 5. Stereo Widen 6. Adjustable Low pass filter(Bass Boost) 7. 3 custom bass boost mode On development: 1. Linear
phase FIR Equalizer------Status: Windowed Sinc FIR Coefficient generator works! 2. Equalizer presets 3. Parameterized Room Convolution ---I solve bugs appear in Omnirom version. It now can do preset saving/loading on each tab without restriction. 7. Noise reduced compare with original one, since it turn on Triangular Probability Dither only when
suitable strength applied. Compression, Virtualizer and Stereo Widener have zero noise! Misc change: Remove log for reduce binary size. New icon design and Russian translation by XDA member scrubber Download it on Github: Github Page: How to install? 1.copy app into your /system 2.copy lib variant of corresponding platform you got. e.g. For
ARM cpu, rename lib_arm to lib and copy it into your /system For x86 cpu, rename lib_x86 to lib and copy it into your /system 3.copy vendor into your /system Why use this equalizer/effects? This is fully open source, no extra code added, check above Github link. Will NOT deal with anything with SELinux Current Updates and FUTURE Update: 25th
October, 2016 1. Update code in order to compile successfully on latest Clang compiler. 2. Add one more build option, the 'ARM Mode'. I'm not sure it is work for you or not, if it works, it really process faster, and more power saving. 23th October, 2016 1. Remove unused stuff, interpolation, etc. Less calculation instructions. 22th October, 2016 1.
Reduce band number to 12, reduce CPU usage to minimize audio lag. 24th September, 2016 1. Fix permission grant on Android 6.0 when saving preset. 3rd September, 2016 1. Bands frequency fix. 2. Bands bandwidth fix. 3. Use stlport_static for reduce binary size 15th Augest, 2016 1. 14 Band Hybrid equalizer --- (Latest)Equalizer band 13 fix. 2.
More bass boost mode, more low pass filter slope selection. 3. Minor improvement on Virtualizer. 4. New icon and Russian translation. 5. Reduce binary size ........... Unknown date Unknown change ........... 2nd Aug 2015 1. Initialize repository. 2. All feature merged with Omnirom and run success on other roms. Tested CPU: Snapdragon, Exynos, Intel
i7 and Atom series Will nerver support KitKat NOW SUPPORT both LOLLIPOP and KITKAT I make a new bass boost mode that make difference sound from every DSP Manager, it will not attenuate signals even high Q filter! Hi James, i have install the flashable.zip i can open the app and do the setup but no Effects on Note 4 Snapdragon with
Alexanders dev base MM 6.0.1 regards sonic76 Working great on Emotion Rewolution 15.1 on Note 4 SM-N910F MM 6.0.1 Wysłano z SM-N910F I reach my milestone and made 14 Band Equalizer works # 32, 64, 126, 200, 317, 502, 796, 1260, 2000, 3170, 5020, 7960, 13500 and 15000 Hz And more nice bass filters I have done more on optimize the
audio engine, it use less and less CPU usage than before. So far I have update: Pure stereo widening. Reduce band number to 12 bands. Someone have best V4A settings for speaker ? My V4A settings: Master power - ON FET compressor - OFF FIREqualizer - (+6.5) (+0.4) (-2.5) (-4.7) (-5.9) (-6.4) (-5.5) (-3.8) (-0.7) (+6.5) Convolver - ON; IR: Dolby Pro
Logic II LFE.irs; Cross Channel: 25% Reverberation - OFF Speaker optimization - ON eXtra loud - ON; Strength: Extreme; Max gain: 4x; Max output: -1.9 Master gate: ON; Channel pan: 0; Output gain: 6.0; Limit threshold: 0 additional mod: I also use Ainur Sauron and Shox Audio My system: Android 7.1.2; AOSP Extended 4.6 Official; Radon 6.3
Kernel; 8.3.1 Global Firmware Hmmm....i dont have Dolby Pro Logic II LFE on v4a maybe you would find any IRS you like here I recently came across a setting for viper on the internet and made some bit tweaks to it it's just awesome. Thought of sharing with you all! => I will not tell you how to install viper4android because there are lots of post
about it. So just search for it => Download the file, unzip it and copy paste That .irs file in the folder to VIPER4Android > Kernel folder. Now open viper4android and copy below settings. => Note that this setting is only for headphones. Only for Headphones. MASTER POWER Enable ----- Tick PLAYBACK GAIN CONTROL Enable----- Tick Select effect
strength--- Slight Max Gain--- 4x Max Output--- -1.9 dB FIREQUALIZER Enable---- Tick Select Preset- Custom Please Adjust the bars as follow, 3.5, 6, 3, 0,0,0,0,0,0,-0.5 CONVOLVER Enable--- tick Impulse response--- HTC Beats Audio Cross Channel--- 25 percent FIELD SURROUND and DIFFERENTIAL SURROUND Leave them default ( That is turn
off/disabled) HEADPHONE SURROUND Enable--- tick Select effect level--- Level 2 REVERVERATION Leave default DYNAMIC SYSTEM Enable--- Tick Select listening device--- Common earphone V2 Select Dynamic Bass-- 0 TUBE SIMULATOR No change( Disabled/off) FIDELITY CONTROL Enable Viper Bass--- Tick Select Bass Mode--- Natural Bass
(You might give a try for Pure Bass+) Select Bass frequency--- 80 Hz Select Bass Boost-- 10 dB Enable Viper Clarity--- Tick Select Clarity Mode--- OZone+ Select Clarity--- 8db AUDITORY SYSTEM PROTECTION(You can but I prefer this disabled. Test and select according to your preference) Enable---- Tick Select Binaural Level--- Extreme MASTER
GATE Leave default. (Do nothing) Give it a try and let me know your experience Not completely original (I saw an internet post as I said and made some bit changes to it) Thank you! Hope it will work! Here's the link for irs file! (Google drive) :- Best settings i've tried, i can enjoy the bass and vocals separately idk if that makes sense but thanks for
sharing bro. Its Awesome, thanks for sharing this steps Awesome work, buddy. thanks Best setting. Love it so far. Oh and I prefer Auditory System Protection on Thank you so much dude! I really like it Headphone logo not showing... After applying this setting to "ViPER4Android FX_version 2.5.0.5(FX), Codename Beautiful", I got Synchronization
problem between "Audio and Video" on "MX Player as well as VLC Player" using headphone "Sony MDR-XB450 On-Ear EXTRA BASS " on my Moto G4 Plus( XT1643 ) having Android 8.1 AOSP. Where to copy the .IRS file ? I can't find the viper4android>kernel folder , help me plz Switch to Headset settings and select Convolver. Inside Convolver select
the button right next to "Select Impulse Response" and the needed directory should be created. Otherwise just create with the help of any file manager a directory named "Kernel" inside the VIPER4Android directory in the root of your main storage.
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